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Source: Heritage Newfoundland 
and Labrador



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3qoQ9DAqNto


Source: AdAge

75% 94% 360%



 YouTube reaches more 
18-34 and 18-49 year-olds than 
any cable network in the U.S



Creative Use of Video By DMOs 



Traditional Video





http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KBRq_TZsorY




Key takeaways from Visit Omaha 

1. Take creative risks

2. Make your video feel “real” even if it’s 
shot by professionals

3. Consider all elements of your video - 
music, pacing, etc...





https://docs.google.com/file/d/1g2NOluJIkSbkLAvuFRJLnrjJhani085d/preview


Key takeaways from Visit Savannah

1. Format videos for mobile viewing 
habits

2. Consider videos for utility not just 
entertainment

3. Use animated GIFs/short videos to 
stand out in the newsfeed





https://docs.google.com/file/d/1eTuvHO4j5bM2gIA1tWN_7xs-YgsN0mfA/preview


Key takeaways from Discover 
Tasmania
1. Start small - turn photos into videos

2. Get raw footage from your local 
partners

3. Template your production





http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WU2tZyJ6nUQ




Key takeaways from VisitLEX

1. Show a new perspective of your 
destination

2. Stay true to your brand 

3. Boost your videos with paid 
promotion



Stories



What’s different about Stories?

1. Visuals at the center

2. Designed to be mobile first

3. Vertical

4. Combine videos and photos

5. Contextual

6. Temporary

















Key takeaways from Go NOLA

1. Combine still images to create the 
effect of video

2. Use polls to create an interactive 
experience

3. Use video to learn about your 
audience





https://docs.google.com/file/d/1QKwmCw7JiNCd10E8B3XHgSwYfmOgcUVA/preview


Key takeaways from Visit Tuolomne 
Cty
1. Choose stories that help remove 

uncertainty for visitors

2. Storyboard your narratives

3. Walk a mile in your visitor’s shoes







https://docs.google.com/file/d/12BqbB_4g6fYDZDTqIz5_axIhp7G1Aq0Z/preview


Key takeaways from Visit Stockton

1. Put a face to the people of your 
destination

2. Integrate Instagram Stories with your 
website and partner social accounts

3. Try a consistent format and theme



Live Videos and 360 Videos







http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VVRAB4eoPbk


Key takeaways from Destination BC

1. 360 videos for outdoor experiences

2. More effective at events vs. viewing 
on a desktop/mobile

3. Still experimental



https://docs.google.com/file/d/1KleOEWr0pqtuDNQz_4MUx2u0o9COzAWk/preview










Creating Videos In-House



Choosing the right video gear

1. Gear comes in all shapes and sizes

2. Handheld to complicated rigs

3. Choose based on style of video / 
mobility



Budget option (< $1,000)

Pros:
On-the-go filming, Good quality video & 
audio, Benefits of stabilization

Cons:
Gimbal can malfunction, High quality but 
“flat” picture

$50-$100

$100-$300

$ varies



Benefits of mobility plus
cinema “look and feel”

High quality video, 
Good quality audio
Has a distinct look

Camera ($700-$3000)
Tripod ($200-$300)
Mic ($50-$400)
Total: Under $1000-$4000

Cons:
Learning curve
Processing power
Not as mobile

Cinema-style video ($1-4,000)

Pros:
Mobility, High quality video, good 
quality audio, Distinct look

Cons:
Learning curve, processing 
power, not as mobile



Video editing can get very 
complicated

Best to keep it simple

Hardware: MAC platform 

Software: 
iMovie for basics
Final Cut Pro for flexibility 
and control

Software



1.Don’t get carried away!

2. Use effects that are 
appropriate to the shot and 
story.

-Timelapses
-Sliders and Steady Cam
-Slow motion
-Drones
-Gimbals
-Swipe/zoom transitions

Tips and Tricks



https://go.crowdriff.com/modern-tourism-marketers-guide-to-video

Free ebook on Video

https://go.crowdriff.com/modern-tourism-marketers-guide-to-video
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